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BYU Tossups:
T1.

Cardano and his student Ferrari discovered the solutions to third
and fourth degree polynomials, and Abel showed there is no general
solution to a polynomial of fifth degree or higher. The study of
the solvability of specific equations is a part of a field named after,
FTP, what French mathematician, who was killed in a duel at the age
of 20?

ANSWER: Evariste _GALOIS_ (accept _GALOIS THEORY_early)
f

T2.

Rachmaninoff, Brahms, Liszt and others all wrote variations on a
theme from, FTP, which Paganini piece written for solo violin?

ANSWER: The _ TWENTY-FOURTH __CAPRICE_
T3.

"Jewel and I come up from the field, following the path in single
file," starts it and "'Meet Mrs. Bundren,' he says," ends it. FTP
name the Faulkner book that tells the story of Jewel, Cash, Darl,
Tull, Addie and others.

ANSWER: _AS I LAY DYING
T4.

Steven Spielberg won an Oscar for directing Schindler's List, but
most of the world's children probably didn't see it. It is more
likely that they watch the cartoon that Spielberg is involved in
that stars Yakko, Wakko and Dot. FTP, name this cartoon.

ANSWER: _ANIMANIACS_
T5.

This country is about twice the size of Maryland, and borders
Ghana, Burkina Faso, and Benin. It was formed originally by freed
slaves from Brazil. FTP, name this country that has Lome as its
capital.

T6.

Pencil and paper ready. You travel at a speed of thirty miles per
hour for the first mile. FTP, how fast must you go the second
mile to average sixty for the trip?

ANSWER: It is _IMPOSSIBLE_. (Accept equivalents)
Tl.

The Divine Names, The Mystical Theology, The Celestial Hierarchy,
The Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, and The Letters are all attributed
to FTP, which medieval philosopher with a fake-sounding name.

ANSWER: _PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS_ the _AREOPAGITE_
TB.

"I have no intention of explaining how the correspondence which I

now offer to the public fell into my hands." So starts, FTP,
which C.S. Lewis book containing the correspondence to Wormwood
from the title character.
ANSWER: The _SCREWTAPE LETTERS_
T9.

Bach wrote two books of them, Chopin wrote twenty-four of them in
his twenty-eighth opus, Debussy wrote two books of them,
Rachmaninoff and Skryabin wrote theirs imitating Chopin's. FTP,
give the common name for these pieces.

T10.

It is the 50-ton showpiece of the NAMES Project, founded in 1987
by activist Cleve Jones. Measuring 27 acres in area, it is made
up of over 45,000 panels, each measuring 3 x 6 feet, to symbolize
the size of a gravesite. FTP, name this San Francisco-based
patchwork memorial, whose display on the National Mall in October
1996 may be the last time it is ever seen in its entirety.

ANSWER: The _AIDS QUILT_
T11.

John Marshall, Charles Pinckney, and Elbridge Gerry were sent to
Paris to smooth over the diplomatic discord caused by Jay's
Treaty. Three secret agents were dispatched to demand a loan of
$10 million to the French government and a separate $250,000 bribe
to Talleyrand. FTP, name this scandal under John Adams'
presidency, which almost led to war with France in 1798 and is named for the three anonymous
French agents involved.

ANSWER: The _XYZ_ Affair
T12.

This mineral-rich region, sparsely inhabited by Tungus, Koreans,
Chinese, and Russians extends southwest of the Russian mainland
for 750 miles, effectively separating the Sea of Okhotsk from the
Pacific Ocean and the Bering Sea. For 10 points, name this
Siberian peninsula that shares the name of the autonomous Russian
region to which it belongs.

ANSWER: The _KAMCHATKA_ Peninsula
T13.

He studied theology, was a noted physician, and is credited with
inventing the football helmet, but we remember him best for his
work as a physical eduction instructor at Springfleld College in
December of 1891, where he relieved winter boredom for his
students by nailing a peach basket to the gymnasium wall and
inventing a new game using a soccer ball. FTP, name this inventor
of the sport of basketball.

ANSWER: Dr. James _NAISMITH_
T14.

He began as a Fauvist, but his interests rapidly led into Cubism
and works that influenced the surrealists, the Dadaists, and the
pop artists. His sculptures include _Bicycle_WheeL one of the

first sculptures to feature moving parts. His masterpiece may
have been 1923's _ The_Bride_Stripped_Bare_by-Her_Bachelors,
_Even_, but his best-known work is a controversial 1912 cubist
painting that exhibits his fascination with motion, film, and
photography. For 10 points, name the avant-garde painter of
_Nude_Descending_a_Staircase,_No._2_.
ANSWER: Marcel_DUCHAMP_
T15.

It began when Nebuchadnezzar exiled the Judeans to Babylonia in
586 B.C., and continued into Egypt, Italy, and Iberia under the
Greeks and Romans, lasting up until the present day. Derived from
a Greek word meaning "scattering," it refers to any Jewish
community living in _galut_, or exile, from Israel. FTP, name
this massive, 2,500-year Jewish migration.

ANSWER: The _DIASPORA_
T16.

His real name was Gregory, but he used a different name while
crisscrossing the Midwest sell ling his revolutionary "Think
System" for musical pedagogy. Eventually he settled down in Iowa
with piano teacher Marian Paroo. For 10 points, with a capital
"r for "Ten" and a capital "P" for "Points," name the fasttalking shyster immortalized by Robert Preston in Meredith
Willson's _The_Music_Man_.

ANSWER: Professor Harold _HILL_
T17.

The only species in its phylum, it is the oldest lof all existing
trees, at least 200 million years old. Also known as the
maidenhair, it is extinct in the wild but has been cultivated for
centuries by the natives of southeastern China, where it is
considered sacred. FTP, name this tree, well known for its
flavorful nut and fan-shaped leaves.

ANSWER: _GINKGO_
T18.

Every year Joyce enthusiasts gather to celebrate Bloom's Day,
named for Leopold Bloom, because it is the day when all the action
in Ulysses takes place. FTP, when is Bloom's Day?

ANSWER: _JUNE 16_
T19.

Members of the famiy Ramphastidae, the 37 species of this bird
range from Mexico to Argentina. Bright coloration allows them to
hide amid jungle foliage. They are most identifiable by a
brightly colored beak that is often as long as their bodies. FTP,
give the common name for this bird.

ANSWER: _TOUCAN_
T20.

Presided over by Chief Justice George Jeffreys, these 1685 trials
were held in the wake of Monmouth's Rebellion. It is estimated
that some 320 persons were executed and 800 others were

transported as slaves to the British West Indies. FTP, what name
is given to these English trials?
ANSWER: _BLOODY ASSIZES_
T21.

You might find one near your eye, in a cartoon, coaching football,
or attached to your computer. FTP, what are these various things
that share the name of a common rodent?

ANSWER: _MOUSE_
T22.

A slave switches her baby and the master's son, then watches as he
becomes arrogant and vice-ridden as he grows. The son sells his
mother down the river and commits a murder of .which another is
accused. He is exposed by the new science of fingerprinting in,
FTP, what Mark Twain novel?

ANSWER: _PUDD'NHEAD WILSON_
T23.

The author of a 20-volume Etruscan history and an 8-volume
Carthaginian history both of which are lost, this man wrote among
other works, an 8-volume autobiography, a historical study of the
Roman alphabet, and a treatise on dicing, one of his favorite
pastimes. FTP, name this fourth emperor of Rome.

ANSWER: _CLAUDIUS_
T24.

Decatur's lieutenant in the expedition that burned the captured
"Philadelphia", during the War of 1812, he commanded the "Hornet"
when it captured the British "Peacock". He was made captain of
the "Chesapeake" and was killed in battle off Boston. FTP, name
this man famous for his dying words, "Don't give up the ship."

ANSWER: James _LAWRENCE_
T25.

It belongs to the species _canis latrans_, but it ,has been
identified by such names as "famishus famishus" and "apetitus
raven us" . FTP, what is this animal, one of which has a longstanding account with ACME and a penchant for roadrunners?

ANSWER: _COYOTE_
T26.

TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. He was avers libre poet and she was
Cleopatra. Their stories are told in a series of articles that
eschew capitalization and punctuation. Through the transmigration
of souls, he is now a cockroach and she is an alley cat. FTP,
name these Don Marquis creations.

ANSWER: _ARCHY_ and _MEHITABEL_
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FTP each, given a list of writers, identify the literary group or
movements to which they belonged:
Alexander Woolcott, Robert Benchley, George S. Kaufman

ANSWER: _ALGONQUIN ROUND TABLE_
Emile lola, Frank Norris, Theodore Dreiser, James T. Farrell
ANSWER: _NATURALlSTS_
Langston Hughes, Countee Cullen, Claude McKay
ANSWER: _HARLEM RENAISSANCE_ Poets
B2.

30-20-10. Name the dead Central American male.
30.
From 1927-33, he led a resistance movement against the US
Marines who had been in his country since 1912.
20.
He was murdered by Anastasio Somoza in February 1934.
10.
This Nicaraguan lent his name to a later resistance movement
against the Somoza dynasty.

ANSWER: Cesar Augusto _SANDINO_
B3.

Given the line that finishes a work, give the book and its author
for five points each.
"Nowadays the world is lit by lightning! Blowout your candles,
Laura - and so goodbye .. . "

ANSWER: The _GLASS MENAGERIE_ by Tennessee _WILLlAMS_
"Who knows but that, on lower frequencies, I speak for you."
ANSWER: _INVISIBLE MAN_ by Ralph _ELLlSON_
"Don't ever tell anybody anything. If you do, you start missing
everybody."
ANSWER: The _CATCHER IN THE RYE_ by J.D. _SALINGER_
B4. Name the composer given the work, for five points each, and a ten
point bonus for all 4.
Igor _STRAVINSKY_
Petroushka
Maurice _RAVEL_
Mother Goose Suite
_SHAPIRO_
Nine Minute Overture
Ludwig van _BEETHOVEN_
The Hammerklavier Sonata
B5.

30-20-10.

Identify the revolutionary.

30.

He was the illegitimate son of an Irish immigrant fleeing
religious persecution.
20.
He was exiled in 1830 from the country he liberated and
died in Peru.
10.
He liberated Chile and became its first president.
ANSWER: Bernardo _O'HIGGINS_
B6.

You will receive fifteen points each for identifying the authors
of the following quotes from the early part of the first
millennium AD, which are some of the earliest arguments for a
belief in a corporeal God.
"If the statues of kings, which are erected in theatres and
circuses, are scoured and washed by man who is appointed to look
after them, and who thereby obtains his maintenance through them
... how much more I, who have been created in the Image and
Likeness."

ANSWER: Rabbi _HILLEL_
"I know that some will attempt to say that, even according to the
declarations of our own Scriptures, God is a body, because ...
they find it said ... in the Gospel according to John, that 'God
is a Spirit, and they who worship Him must worship him in spirit
and in truth.' ... Spirit, according to them [is] to be regarded
as nothing else than a body."
ANSWER: _ORIGEN_
B7.

For 10 points apiece, given the following memorable movie scenes,
express each film's _numerical_ title _in_Roman_numerals_.
General Stilwell, played by Robert Stack, watches the "Baby Mine"
scene from _Dumbo_ and begins to cry.

ANSWER: _MCMXLI_ (1941)
William Daniels stands in a darkened Independence Hall and sings,
"Is anybody there? Does anybody care?"
ANSWER: _MDCCLXXVI_ (1776)
An ape sees an alien monolith and throws a bone into the air. It
becomes a rocket bound for the moon.
ANSWER: _MML (2001: A Space Odyssey)
B8.

FTP apiece, identify these reigning queens of monarchies around
the world.
This glamorous figure in Middle Eastern politics has shared power
with her husband, King Hussein of Jordan, for 17 years.

ANSWER: Queen _NOOR_ (accept: Lisa _HALABY_)
Laws were changed in 1972 to allow her succession to the throne of
Denmark. She has the same name as Denmark's last queen, who died
five hundred years earlier.
ANSWER: Queen _MARGARET_II
Her 1966 marriage to a German diplomat caused considerable
controversy in her native country of the Netherlands.
ANSWER: Queen _BEATRIX_
B9.

On January 27, 1967, the fledgling America space program witnessed
its first real tragedy when three astronauts were killed in a
flash fire during a simulation of their upcoming launch.
(.!;,

For 5 points apiece, and a 5 point bonus for naming all of therri"'
correctly, who were the three astronauts killed in the fire?
ANSWER: Virgil "Gus" _GRISSOM_, Edward H. _WHITE_, Roger B. _CHAFFEE_
And for an additional 10 points, name the mission these three men
would have piloted.
ANSWER: _APOLLO 1
B 10.

For the stated number of points, given a well-known poem, state
whether its meter is anapestic, dactylic, iambic, or trochaic.
(Moderator: do not read answers after each part).
For 5: "The Raven," by Poe

ANSWER: _TROCHAIC_
For 5: "The Charge of the Light Brigade," by Tennyson
ANSWER: _DACTYLlC_
For 10: "Piping Down the Valleys Wild," by Blake
ANSWER: _TROCHAIC_
For 10: "A Visit from St. Nicholas," by Moore
ANSWER: _ANAPESTIC_
B11.

FTP apiece, from the common household names of the following acids
and bases, give their correct scientific name. For example, if I
were to say "aspirin," you would respond, "acetylsalicylic acid."
Milk of magnesia
Battery acid
Vitamin C

_MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE_
_SULFURIC ACID_
_ASCORBIC ACID_

B12.

Its midseason in the NFL and in the College Football season, and
coaches are on the hot seat. For ten points each, answer these
questions about coaches who have been either fired or let go.
First, which New Orleans Saints coach went on a
tirade against his team and then resigned one day later.

ANSWER: Jim _MORA_
Secondly, which Cincinnati Bengals coach was let go by
owner Mike Brown on the same day as Jim Mora's resignation.
ANSWER: David _SHULA_
Finally, which Kentucky football coach was told that he
and his entire coaching staff would be let go at the end of this
season? He had coached at Georgia Tech and Alabama.
ANSWER: Bill_CURRY_
B 13.

30-20-10. Identify the Jewish holiday.
30.
20.
10.

The most joyous day of the Jewish year, it is held in the
spring, on the 14th and 15th days of Adar.
Its name in Hebrew means "Feast of the Lots."
It commemorates the deliverance of the Persian Jews from
certain genocide, as described in the book of Esther.

ANSWER: _PURIM
B14.

How much do you know about flower anatomy? Answer these
questions for the stated number of points.
First, for 5 - a flower having sepals, petals, stamens, petals,
and pistils is said to be this.

ANSWER: _COMPLETE_
For five each, these two structures are not needed for
reproduction
ANSWER: _CALYX_ and _COROLLA_
For 15 - a plant that bears male, female, and bisexual flowers on
the same plant is termed this.
ANSWER: _POLYGAMOUS_
B15.

Given the states of Australia, name each state capital for the
stated number of points.
For 10: Tasmania
For 10: Northern Territory

For 5: Western Australia
For 5: New South Wales
B 16.

Identify the figure in psychology from the description given for
10 points apiece.
Developed the term "Iogotherapy." Well-known for inspirational
literature about his four-year imprisonment in a Nazi death camp.

ANSWER: Victor _FRANKL_
Developed the term "orgone energy." Broke with Freud over bizarre
theories of sexual energy.
ANSWER: Wilhelm _REICH_
Developed the term "behaviorism." An American psychologist
fascinated by the stimulus-response work done by Ivan Pavlov.
ANSWER: John B. _WATSON_
B17.

Given a list of films in which they appeared, identify the
co-starring team, FTPE.
Pat and Mike, The Desk Set, Adam's Rib

ANSWER: Spencer _TRACY_ and _K_atherine _HEPBURN_ (prompt on _Hepburn_)
Captain Blood, Dodge City, The Adventures of Robin Hood
ANSWER: Errol_FLYNN_ and Olivia _DEHAVILLAND_
The Front Page, The Fortune Cookie, The Odd Couple
ANSWER: Jack _LEMMON_ and Walter _MATTHAU_
B 18.

If you ever write a hit song and want to protect your rights, you
may join ASCAP. For 5 points per letter, and a five point bonus
for all five, what does ASCAP stand for?

ANSWER: _AMERICAN __SOCIETY_of _COMPOSERS-, _AUTHORS_, and _PUBLISHERS_
B19.

Answer these Civil War questions, FTP each.
The Battle of Shiloh took two days. Give either date for 10
points. You can get 5 pts for just getting the month and year correct,
however.

ANSWER: _APRIL 6 & 7, 1862_

.

The siege of this city was Grant's attempt to cut off
Richmond's communication with the outside world. When it fell in
April 1865, Lee had to abandon the Confederate capital.

ANSWER: _PETERSBURG-> Virginia
At this battle from June 1 to 3, 1864, Lee defeated Grant, by
inflicting thousands of casualties in a matter of minutes.
ANSWER: _COLD (SPRINGS) HARBOR_
B20.

Answer these Jovian moon questions, FTP each.
The first Jovian moon to be discovered by someone other than
Galileo was named for the foster mother of Zeus, sometimes
portrayed as a she-goat suckling him, sometimes portrayed as a
nymph feeding him goat's milk. Name it.

ANSWER: _AMALTHEA_
Name the largest of Jupiter's moons, which is believed consist of
as much as 50% water ice.
ANSWER: _GANYMEDE_
Name the Galilean moon which is closest to Jupiter's surface.

B21.

FFPE and an extra ten for all four, tell if the following have
stripes, horns, both, or neither. (Moderator: do not read answers
after each part).
Agouti
_NEITHER_
_STRIPES_
Coatimundi
_NEITHER _
Tayra
_ HORNS_
Zebu

B22.

30-20-10, identify the author from a list of works.
30.
20.
10.

A Child's History of England, The Battle of Life
The Chimes, Sketches by Boz
Oliver Twist, Great Expectations

ANSWER: Charles _DICKENS_
B23.
Given a list of animated Disney characters, you tell me who
originally provided the voices for them, FTPE.
a) Donald Duck
ANSWER: Clarence "Ducky" _NASH_
b) Snow White
ANSWER: Adriana _CASELOTTI_
c) Winnie the Pooh, Kaa the Python
ANSWER: Sterling _HOLLOWAY_

B24. Identify the detectives (first and last names) in each of these
mysteries for the points indicated.
5 - The Maltese Falcon
_SAM SPADE_
10 - The Big Sleep
_PHILIP MARLOWE_
15 - The House Without a Key _CHARLIE CHAN
B25.

30-20-10. Name the philosopher from clues.
30
He lived from circa 490 - circa 430 B.C.
20
This man was twenty-five years younger than Parmenides, and
one of his chief disciples. This man came to Parmenides'
defense after the latter was attacked by the Pythagoreans
for his unnumeric view of the universe.
10
The crux of this man's defense was to try and show the
absurdity of having an infinite number of units in a finite
space. One of his examples serves as an opening dialogue
for Godel, Escher, Bach.

ANSWER: _ZENO_ of Elea

